Extensive Recombination-Induced Disruption of Genetic Interactions Is Highly Deleterious but Can Be Partially Reversed by Small Numbers of Secondary Recombination Events
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ABSTRACT

Although homologous recombination can potentially provide viruses with vastly more evolutionary options than are available through mutation alone, there are considerable limits on the adaptive potential of this important evolutionary process. Primary among these is the disruption of favorable coevolved genetic interactions that can occur following the transfer of foreign genetic material into a genome. Although the fitness costs of such disruptions can be severe, in some cases they can be rapidly recouped by either compensatory mutations or secondary recombination events. Here, we used a maize streak virus (MSV) experimental model to explore both the extremes of recombination-induced genetic disruption and the capacity of secondary recombination to adaptively reverse almost lethal recombination events. Starting with two naturally occurring parental viruses, we synthesized two of the most extreme conceivable MSV chimeras, each effectively carrying 182 recombination breakpoints and containing thorough reciprocal mixtures of parental polymorphisms. Although both chimeras were severely defective and apparently non-infectious, neither had individual movement-, encapsidation-, or replication-associated genome regions that were on their own “lethally recombinant.” Surprisingly, mixed inoculations of the chimeras yielded symptomatic infections with viruses with secondary recombination events. These recombinants had only 2 to 6 breakpoints, had predominantly inherited the least defective of the chimeric parental genome fragments, and were obviously far more fit than their synthetic parents. It is clearly evident, therefore, that even when recombinationally disrupted virus genomes have extremely low fitness and there are no easily accessible routes to full recovery, small numbers of secondary recombination events can still yield tremendous fitness gains.

IMPORTANCE

Recombination between viruses can generate strains with enhanced pathological properties but also runs the risk of producing hybrid genomes with decreased fitness due to the disruption of favorable genetic interactions. Using two synthetic maize streak virus genome chimeras containing alternating genome segments derived from two natural viral strains, we examined both the fitness costs of extreme degrees of recombination (both chimeras had 182 recombination breakpoints) and the capacity of secondary recombination events to recoup these costs. After the severely defective chimeras were introduced together into a suitable host, viruses with between 1 and 3 secondary recombination events arose, which had greatly increased replication and infectious, neither had individual movement-, encapsidation-, or replication-associated genome regions that were on their own “lethally recombinant.” Surprisingly, mixed inoculations of the chimeras yielded symptomatic infections with viruses with secondary recombination events. These recombinants had only 2 to 6 breakpoints, had predominantly inherited the least defective of the chimeric parental genome fragments, and were obviously far more fit than their synthetic parents. It is clearly evident, therefore, that even when recombinationally disrupted virus genomes have extremely low fitness and there are no easily accessible routes to full recovery, small numbers of secondary recombination events can still yield tremendous fitness gains.

Genetic recombination is a major factor in the evolution of many viruses. While recombination can potentially provide viruses with some of the benefits of sexual reproduction, such as the capacity across generations to uncouple beneficial mutations from deleterious ones (1–3), it also provides viruses with access to the collective genetic resources of the vast numbers of both distantly related and completely unrelated viral and nonviral species with which they routinely come into contact.

It is obvious, however, that despite having the potential for truly promiscuous genetic exchanges, most recombining virus species show very little evidence of such exchanges. Specifically, there are only a few known cases of successful natural “long-distance” genetic transfers between viruses and their hosts (4–6) or between viruses in different families (7–9). The simple existence of a workable virus taxonomy with definable species and genera indicates that there are likely significant constraints either on which viruses get opportunities to recombine or on which recombinant viruses survive for long enough to be sampled and characterized. Whenever recombination occurs between distant genetically related in-
individuals (for example, those in different species or genera), it will frequently yield progeny with decreased fitness (10–15). The degree to which such recombination is deleterious is expected to increase with both decreasing parental relatedness and the extent to which transferred genome sequences interact with other viral genome sequences (12, 16, 17). Specifically, it is apparent that viral genome regions that have few genetic interactions with other viral genome regions tend to continue functioning better in foreign genetic backgrounds than do those with extensive interaction networks (12, 18–20).

Genetic interactions could include nucleotide-nucleotide interactions within genomic secondary structures, amino acid interactions within and between proteins, nucleotide-amino acid interactions, and a range of other less direct interactions between, for example, enzymes within metabolic networks or regulatory molecules within signal transduction networks. The numbers of genetic interactions within small virus genomes are likely extremely large (21). In a range of different RNA viruses with genetic interactions within small virus genomes are likely extreme (22–25), it is perhaps unsurprising, therefore, that in the experiments that have focused on recombination events involving transfers of complete genomes. Such exchanges would have no disruptive impacts on the genetic interactions that underlie the functional intratissue amino acid contacts that determine proper protein folding (which certainly account for a large proportion of intragenome genetic interactions). It is perhaps unsurprising, therefore, that in the experimental systems that have investigated the repair of recombination-induced genetic disruptions appear to be so easily overcome is that studies investigating this phenomenon have focused on recombination events involving transfers of complete genomes. Such exchanges would have no disruptive impacts on the genetic interactions that underlie the functional intratissue amino acid contacts that determine proper protein folding (which certainly account for a large proportion of intragenome genetic interactions). It is perhaps unsurprising, therefore, that in the experimental systems that have investigated the repair of recombination-induced genetic disruption via secondary recombination events, many of the secondary events observed were essentially “reversion recombination events,” in that they approximately reversed the primary recombination events (26, 27).

Here, we use the maize streak virus (MSV) (genus Mastrevirus, family Geminiviridae) model to investigate both the fitness costs of complex “difficult-to-reverse” recombination events that thoroughly mix all parental virus nucleotide polymorphisms and the capacity of secondary recombination events to recoup these costs. Starting with two MSV strains that differ at ~11% of genomic sites, we capitalized on the opportunities afforded by de novo whole-genome synthesis to generate two of the most extreme reciprocal recombinants that could possibly be produced from these two viruses by homologous recombination: genome chimeras containing alternating polymorphisms derived from each of the viruses. We show that despite these chimeras being severely defective and apparently incapable of producing symptomatic infections on their own, when they are present together within mixed infections, secondary recombinants arise that have dramatically increased infectivities and virulence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design and construction of synthetic MSV genomes. We designed in silico two MSV genomes based on the genetic sequence of a maize-adapted MSV strain A (MSV-A) variant, MSV-MaTA (GenBank accession number AF329881) (28), and a Digitaria-adapted MSV strain B variant, MSV-VW (GenBank accession number AF339960) (29). The genome sequences of these two MSVs differ at 277 polymorphic sites, and generation of a pair-wise alignment of their homologous nucleotides required the insertion of 23 gapped sites (representing insertion/deletion events) into one or the other of the sequences. In this alignment, polymorphic sites and gaps were separated by regions containing between 1 and 67 conserved nucleotides.

In our design of the synthetic MSV genomes, to ensure that we systematically and evenly distributed the polymorphisms from the MSV-A and MSV-B isolates across two viral genomes containing a genomic backbone of nucleotide sites shared by the MSV-A and MSV-B isolates, we followed these simple rules: (i) in each synthetic MSV genome (named sMSV1 and sMSV2), the placement of a polymorphism derived from, say, MSV-A would be followed by another from MSV-B whenever the two polymorphic sites were separated by at least two conserved nucleotides; (ii) when two or more contiguous polymorphic sites were inserted between conserved regions made up of at least two nucleotides, all the contiguous polymorphisms would be transferred as a unit into either sMSV1 or sMSV2; and (iii) whenever single or multiple polymorphic sites were separated by a single conserved nucleotide, all contiguous polymorphisms would be transferred as a single unit into either sMSV1 or sMSV2. Although recombination breakpoints could have been made randomly, the design that we used ensured that recombinants contained the maximum number of effective recombination breakpoints (i.e., breakpoints that segregate parental polymorphisms) while at the same time retaining the biological plausibility of the recombination events (i.e., the simulated sequence transfers could conceivably have occurred by homologous recombination). Following these design guidelines, we generated two complete, reciprocally recombinant MSV genomes consisting of 182 individual segments of alternating MSV-A- and MSV-B-derived sequence (i.e., the recombinants had 182 recombination breakpoints).

In silico, the sMSV1 and sMSV2 genomes were arranged end-to-end as a single construct, with an extra copy of the virion strand origin of replication (a site within the long intergenic region [LIR]) of sMSV2 placed at the start of the construct so that, in effect, the synthesis of this construct byEpoch Life Science resulted in an MSV dimer (named M-V50V-M200) with three LIR regions cloned within pBluescript II SK(+) (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). Construction of MSV-A-based chimeras containing synthetic genes. In order to test the individual impact of multiple synthetic recombination events on the functioning of genome regions involved in movement (movement protein gene [mp] region; V2), encapsidation (coat protein gene [cp] region; V1), and replication (the replication-associated gene region and flanking virion and complementary-strand replication origins [LIR-rep-SIR [short intergenic region], LIR, and C1–C2-SIR]), we transferred these regions from sMSV1 and sMSV2 into the genetic background of MSV-A to construct eight distinct MSV-A-based chimeric viruses (described in more detail in Text S1 in the supplemental material).

Construction of agroinfectious clones. Agroinfectious clones of MSV-B (30) and MSV-A (28) were described previously. The eight MSV-A-based chimeras mentioned above and two synthetic viruses cloned into pSK+ were dimerized as previously described (29) (see Text S1 in the supplemental material). However, due to the presence of an Scal restriction site in cp of sMSV2, all MSV genomes containing this particular gene
were dimerized by first separating the MSV genome from its pSK+ vector using BamHI (Fermentas, USA). Once isolated, each MSV genome was self-ligated by using T4 DNA ligase (Fermentas, USA) and subsequently cloned as a dimer into pSK+ digested with BamHI (Fermentas, USA). Using EcoRI and XbaI, all the dimers were then extracted from pSK+ and transferred into similarly digested pBluescript (Clontech, USA) to produce infectious clones, as previously described (31). The sMSV1 and sMSV2 genomes arranged contiguously in the M-V50V-M20M-V200 construct were made infectious by using a similar approach.

Agroinoculation-based infectivity and pathogenicity assays in maize. Three-day-old seedlings of the MSV-sensitive maize genotype Sweetcorn cv. Golden Bantam (GB; Millington Seed Co., USA) were agroinfiltrated separately with sMSV1, sMSV2, M-V50V-M20M-V200, MSV-A-based chimeric viruses, and recombinant viruses arising during evolution experiments, as previously described (26). As a proxy measure of virus fitness (32–34), we (i) quantified chlorotic leaf areas occurring on leaves 4, 5, and 6 of symptomatically infected plants, as previously described (35, 36); (ii) determined infection frequencies; and (iii) determined mean times until the development of visible disease symptoms. The infectivity of MSV-A-based chimeras was also assayed by agroinoculation except that instead of Golden Bantam, we used a moderately resistant maize genotype (cv. Star 7714; Starke Ayres, South Africa) and determined only infection frequencies. The use of this moderately resistant genotype enabled better differentiation between the infection frequencies of the various viruses investigated.

Viral DNA isolation, cloning, and sequencing. Viral DNA was isolated from symptomatic leaf material at between 20 and 127 days (median, 47 days) postinoculation (p.i.) by using the Extract-n-Amp kit (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), followed by rolling-circle amplification as previously described (37, 38). Amplified DNA was digested with the restriction enzyme BamHI (Fermentas, USA) to generate ~2.7-kb monomeric MSV genomes, which were gel purified (GFX; GE Healthcare), ligated into BamHI-digested pGEM-3Zf(+ ) (Promega, USA) using T4 DNA ligase (Fermentas, USA), and used to transform competent E. coli clones (Lucigen Corporation, USA). From each symptomatic plant, we randomly selected at least one (and in some cases up to 20) cloned genome for sequencing (Macrogen, South Korea), using universal M13 forward and reverse sequencing primers and previously described MSV-specific primers (39).

These isolated viruses were named in such a way that the number immediately after the letter “S” refers to the plant from which the virus was obtained and the number after the dash (as in “S7-30”) refers to the specific clone selected for full-genome sequencing. Genetic distances (p-distances) between the sequenced genomes were determined by using Mega5 (40) with pairwise deletion of gaps.

Quantitative PCR-based analysis of viral replication efficiency. To assess viral replication efficiencies, particle bombardment of maize suspension cells followed by a quantitative real-time PCR assay was performed as described previously (34, 41, 42).

Computation of DNA folding distances among sequences. We inferred ensembles of plausible secondary structures for MSV-A, MSV-B, sMSV1, sMSV2, and various recombinants and sMSV1 mutants arising during the evolution experiment using the hybrid-ss-mn component of the UNAFold computer program (43). Each genome was folded as circular single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) at 25°C in a 0 M magnesium–1 M sodium solution, and we considered all suboptimal structures with free energies within 5% of the minimum free energy as credible structures. A “fold distance” was calculated to determine the degree to which the DNA secondary structure of each of the genomes differed from those of four reference genomes: MSV-A, MSV-B, sMSV1, and sMSV2.

For each genome folded, we represented all predicted base-pairing interactions in a consensus matrix whose entries contained values of 1 if, in any of the suboptimal structures, the nucleotide at the i-th position was predicted to be paired with the nucleotide at j-th position and 0 if nucleotides at the i-th and j-th positions were not predicted to be paired in any of the structures.

By considering only entries where MSV-A and MSV-B consensus matrices had different values (i.e., entries showing base pair interactions in one matrix but not in the other), we computed the fold distance, say, between sequence X and MSV-B as the number of base pairs in the X consensus matrix that were not present in the MSV-B consensus matrix plus the number of base pairs in the MSV-B consensus matrix that were not present in the X consensus matrix. The fold distance between sequence X and the remainder of the reference genome folds was similarly calculated.

Statistical and mathematical analyses. Using the percent pairwise genetic distance between recombinants and MSV-A, we calculated a two-tailed P value by using a Mann-Whitney U test to determine whether there were significant differences in the overall genomic similarity of recombinant viruses to MSV-A. Using this test, we also assessed the statistical significance of the differences observed for percent chlorotic leaf area and the number of days to symptom development seen after infection of GB seedlings with four recombinant viruses arising during the evolution experiments.

Euclidian distances from the midpoint of the MSV-A and MSV-B genetic/fold distances were calculated for each virus (with the sign of the distance indicating whether they were on the MSV-A or MSV-B side of the midpoint, respectively), and it was determined whether the 95% confidence intervals of genetic/fold distances from this midpoint included zero. Whereas a value significantly higher than zero would indicate a significant enrichment among the analyzed viruses of MSV-A-derived nucleotide sequence/structural fold characteristics, a value significantly lower than zero would indicate a significant degree of enrichment for MSV-B-derived nucleotide sequence/structural fold characteristics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The synthetic MSV chimeras are severely defective. The genomes of the two MSV strains used to produce the pair of synthetic recombinant viruses differ at 278 out of 2,689 genome sites. These sites might conceivably be distributed by a minimum of 182 consecutive homologous recombination crossover events between two reciprocal recombinant genomes (where each event involves recombination breakpoints falling at sites where there is at least one conserved nucleotide between two polymorphic nucleotide sites). We synthesized these reciprocal MSV-A/MSV-B genome chimeras (named sMSV1 and sMSV2) and tested their viability.

Although neither of the two synthetic viruses produced symptomatic infections when agroinoculated into 3-day-old maize seedlings (approximately 150 seedlings were inoculated with each chimera), sMSV2 was detectably capable of autonomous replication in cultured maize cells (Mann-Whitney two-tailed P value of 0.0002, compared to a nonreproducing construct) (Fig. 1).

While confirming our prediction that sMSV1 and sMSV2 would display high degrees of recombination-induced genetic disruption (i.e., the AA and aa parental virus genetic configurations had higher average fitnesses than did the Aa and aA reciprocal recombinant genetic configurations), we wanted to determine which regions of the chimeric genomes had incurred the most damaging disruptions. In order to pinpoint these regions, we separately transferred the encapsidation-associated (coat protein [cp]), cell-to-cell movement-associated (movement protein [mp]), systemic movement-associated (movement protein and coat protein [mp-cp]), and replication-associated (short intergenic region, replication-associated protein gene, and LIR [SIR-rep-LIR]) genome fragments of sMSV1 and sMSV2 into the genomic background of the MSV-A parental isolate (the one best
adapted to infecting maize) and compared these eight partially synthetic genomes in a symptomatic infection assay (Fig. 2).

All of the partially synthetic genomes were capable of producing symptomatic infections (Fig. 2), indicating that none of the individual synthesized genome regions were by themselves solely responsible for the apparent inability of sMSV1 and sMSV2 to symptomatically infect maize.

We noted, however, that there were clear differences in the infectivities of the eight partially synthetic genomes. Whereas the systemic movement-associated genome fragments (the mp-cp gene module) of both sMSV1 and sMSV2 and the replication-associated genome fragment (the SIR-rep-LIR module) of sMSV2 were all severely defective (yielding only 9%, 3%, and 8% symptomatic infection frequencies, respectively, within the MSV-A genetic background), the cell-to-cell movement-associated (mp) fragments of both synthetic viruses and the replication-associated genome fragment of sMSV1 were reasonably functional (yielding >54% infection frequencies within the MSV-A genetic background).

These results also enabled us to objectively compare degrees of functionality between pairs of homologous synthetic genome regions and indicated that whereas sMSV2 probably had the least defective cell-to-cell movement-associated genome fragment (the mp module, which had a 76% versus a 65% infection frequency), sMSV1 had the least defective replication-associated (with a 54% versus an 8% infection frequency) and encapsidation-associated (with an 80% versus a 36% infection frequency) genome fragments.

These attempts to untangle the individual contributions of the various synthesized genome regions to the decreased viability of sMSV1 and sMSV2 indicated that, within the context of mixed infections between these barely viable viruses, it might be possible for small numbers of secondary recombination events to produce genomes with increased fitness. Specifically, we realized that although the synthetic viruses collectively contained every nucleotide necessary to reconstitute the highly maize-adapted MSV-A genotype, it was very unlikely that the 91 consecutive secondary recombination events (involving 182 precisely located breakpoints), such as those containing mp of sMSV2 and the remainder of their genomes from sMSV1, could conceivably be considerably more fit than either of the synthetic genomes.

Mixed infections of sMSV1 and sMSV2 yield secondary recombinant viruses. The production of sMSV1-sMSV2 mixed infections presented a significant technical problem. Not only would it be necessary to ensure that both of these barely viable viruses successfully initiated systemic infections within the same plant, but recombination between these genomes would additionally require that they reliably coinfect the same cells. Our solution to this problem was to produce a single infectious clone, called M-V50V-M20M-V200 (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material), which contained sMSV1 and sMSV2 arranged in tandem, with each genome bounded by its own virion strand origin of replication. It was expected that, as in standard agroinoculation systems (44), both sMSV1 and sMSV2 would be replicationally released together from the M-V50V-M20M-V200 construct following its
Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated delivery into suitable plant cells.

We agroinoculated approximately 300 MSV-susceptible 3-day-old maize seedlings with M-V50V-M20M-V200, and by 100 days postinoculation, 41 of these seedlings had clearly developed MSV infection symptoms. We cloned and sequenced 108 genomes from these 41 plants, with between 1 and 29 genomes sampled per plant. Along with 42 sMSV1-sMSV2 recombinant genomes displaying eight distinct recombination patterns that were sampled from 6 of the 41 plants (Fig. 3A), 25 nonrecombinant sMSV1 genomes and 42 sMSV1 mutant genomes were also sampled. A detailed analysis of sMSV1 mutants is provided in Texts S1 and S2 and Fig. S2 in the supplemental material.

Although four of the recombinant genomes were sampled from four different plants, there were two instances in which two distinct recombinants were found in the same plants (i.e., recombinants S20-7 and S20-13 and recombinants S7-30 and S7-5) (Fig. 3A).

Secondary recombination events do not occur at known recombination hot spots. The recombinant genomes displayed clear evidence of between 2 and 6 recombination breakpoints (Fig. 3A). Previous studies involving both natural and laboratory-derived geminiviruses that are related to MSV indicated that recombination breakpoints tend to cluster within noncoding regions of the genome. This pattern is probably due to both the mechanistic predisposition for recombination breakpoints in geminiviruses to occur at replication origins and selective forces disfavoring the survival of recombinants encoding chimeric proteins (18, 45–49).
However, within the recombinants obtained here, we found no evidence of a bias favoring recombination breakpoints occurring preferentially in noncoding regions \((P = 0.149)\) (see Table S1 in the supplemental material).

In addition, recombination breakpoint distributions found in both field-isolated geminiviruses and geminiviruses arising during recombination experiments display well-defined hot and cold spots \((26, 45, 46, 48–50)\) that can strongly influence the efficiency of adaptive evolution via recombination \((27)\). Here, however, we observed little evidence of recombination occurring at known recombination hot spots in the MSV genome and, in fact, found a number of breakpoints falling within known recombination cold spots \((3B)\).

This finding suggested that particular genomic features, such as secondary structures within ssDNA \((51)\), recombination-prone nucleotide motifs, or DNA methylation patterns, that predispose natural geminivirus genomes to accumulate breakpoints at certain sites more than at others might have been disrupted within the synthetic genomes. It is also possible, however, that strong selection favoring the survival of rare recombinants with breakpoints outside recombination hot spots simply skewed the distribution of breakpoints evident within the secondary recombinants observed here.

Secondary recombinants converge on a predicted high-fitness genotype. In previously reported recombination experiments involving mixed infections of simple MSV-A/MSV-B reciprocal chimeras in maize, it was noted that recombination very frequently and repeatedly reconstituted genomes resembling MSV-A, a sequence representing an optimal “high-fitness solution” in maize \((26)\) (Fig. 4A). However, the eight genetically distinct recombinants retrieved here were not significantly more MSV-A- or MSV-B-like than could be accounted for by chance \((95\% \text{ confidence interval of the mean genetic distance to MSV-A of } -0.00313 \text{ to } 0.00082, \text{ where positive and negative values indicate genetic similarities trending toward MSV-A and MSV-B, respectively}) \((4B); \text{ see also Table S2 in the supplemental material})

This difference between previously reported MSV recombination experiments involving reciprocal chimeras with only 2 breakpoints and our experiment involving reciprocal chimeras with 182 breakpoints probably reflects the fact that, despite the theoretical possibility of reconstituting an MSV-A genome through 91 successive recombination events \((27)\), there are either very few or no incremental recombination steps from sMSV1 and sMSV2 toward the MSV-A genotype that would yield fitness gains greater than that accessible on a completely different evolutionary trajectory.

It is interesting, therefore, that the one aspect of the recombinants recovered in our experiment which mirrors that seen in previously reported MSV-AMSV-B recombination experiments is that they are apparently converging on a particular high-fitness solution \((4A)\). Crucially, this solution is very close to that predicted during our efforts to determine which components of the sMSV1 and sMSV2 genomes were most defective, that is, a virus containing the cell-to-cell movement-associated genome region of sMSV2 \(mp\) with the remainder of its genome being derived from sMSV1 \((4A)\).

Secondary recombinants do not detectably recover wild-type genomic secondary structures. Since other MSV evolution experiments have identified extremely strong selection pressures favoring the restoration of mutationally disrupted genomic ssDNA secondary structures \((34, 52)\), we sought to determine whether, rather than converging on the MSV-A sequence, the secondary recombinant viruses displayed any evidence of an overall tendency toward converging on the nucleic acid secondary structures of either the MSV-B or MSV-A genotype.

We therefore computationally inferred secondary structures of MSV-A, MSV-B, sMSV1, sMSV2, and the secondary recombinant
viruses (Fig. 4C; see also Table S3 in the supplemental material) and calculated fold distances between all these and four reference genomes: MSV-A, MSV-B, sMSV1, and sMSV2. Relative to the reference sequences, these fold distances accounted for both base-pairing interactions that were predicted to have been disrupted within the recombinant genomes and novel (and therefore potentially maladaptive) base-pairing interactions that were created within these genomes.

We found that relative to the folds of sMSV1 and sMSV2, the genomic secondary structures of the recombinant viruses displayed no significant tendencies toward acquiring genomic secondary structures that were either more MSV-A- or more MSV-B-like (95% confidence interval of the mean structural fold distance of $-65.99$ to $7.09$, where positive and negative values indicate structural folding trending toward those of the MSV-A and MSV-B genomes, respectively). This indicates that selection favoring the restoration of wild-type secondary structures has not obviously favored the survival of the secondary recombinants detected here.

Recombinant viruses are more infectious than both sMSV1 and sMSV2. In order to test whether the observed recombination events were adaptive, we constructed infectious clones for four (S7-30, S20-7, S20-13, and S47-4) of the eight distinct recombinant viruses retrieved from sMSV1 and sMSV2 coinfection experiments (Fig. 3) and tested the infectivity of these clones by agroinoculation of 3-day-old MSV-sensitive maize seedlings. These particular clones were selected for this test because they contained no extra mutations; i.e., differences in their viability relative to sMSV1 and sMSV2 would be entirely attributable to the recombination events that had occurred to produce these viruses. As a proxy for fitness, we measured infection frequencies, days until symptom development, and percent chlorotic leaf areas, as previously described (35, 36).

All of the secondary recombinants were clearly viable and induced symptomatic infections in maize, something that their parental viruses were apparently unable to do. As expected, however, all of them induced symptoms that appeared later than those caused by the MSV-A and MSV-B isolates, for which symptoms took on average 7 days to appear (data not shown). Of the four secondary recombinants, S47-4 had the highest infection frequency (70%) (Fig. 5A), whereas S20-7 had the lowest (15%) (Fig. 5A). S47-4 also induced symptoms significantly earlier than did either S20-7 ($P = 0.007$ by Mann-Whitney U test) (Fig. 5B) or S7-30 ($P = 0.05$ by Mann-Whitney U test). We also found statistical evidence for a difference in the percent chlorotic leaf area when we compared the amounts of leaf chlorosis induced by S47-4 versus S20-13 ($P = 0.01$) and S20-13 versus S20-7 ($P = 0.006$).

Conclusion. Using an MSV model, we have demonstrated that while extreme degrees of recombination can be highly deleterious, much of the damage caused to intragenome genetic interactions by this type of recombination can be rapidly mitigated by small numbers of secondary recombination events.

The two synthetic reciprocally recombinant viral genomes that we investigated contained thorough mixtures of polymorphisms derived from two divergent MSV isolates. Although these chimeras represented recombinants with the maximum number of breakpoints achievable through homologous recombination between these viruses, it is highly implausible that anything resembling these chimeras would ever naturally occur. Despite both chimeras being highly defective, they displayed complementary genomic defects, which suggested that small numbers of secondary recombination events between them could produce genomes with considerably increased fitness. This prediction was confirmed when the synthetic viruses were given the opportunity to recombine within a series of mixed infections.

Although predictable, this result was not obvious because despite the two synthetic viral genomes collectively containing every polymorphism necessary to produce an MSV-A-like genotype with an extremely high degree of infectivity in maize, the secondary recombinant genomes that emerged during our experiment displayed no evidence of convergence upon this genotype. This indicates that when confronted with an optimization problem, in this case increased MSV fitness in maize, adaptive evolution through recombination might be efficient only at finding a reasonably good solution that is easily accessible, in this case replacing the cell-to-cell movement-associated genome region of one chimera with that of the other. For better, but more complex, solutions, i.e., the simultaneous repair of disrupted genetic interactions and the enrichment of maize-adaptive MSV-A polymorphisms that were distributed between the two synthetic genomes, it might be difficult for recombination to randomly generate enough genome mixtures to ensure that some of these will have appreciably increased fitness. One obvious reason why solving such problems with recombination might be so hard is that in viruses such as MSV, recombination breakpoints might simply not happen frequently enough to finely shuffle closely linked polymorphisms so as to bring together those that are most adaptive.
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